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Mr. H. G. Parris ,

MServiceManager of Power (I&E) 3Tennessee Valley Authority
500A Chestnut Street Tower II - bcc: (16)Chattanooga, Tenaessee 37401

TERADear Mr. Parris: .

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE SEQUOYAH CONTROL
PROGRAM

Enclosed are requests for additional infonnation on the Sequoyah Core Degrading
Program, Volume II. These requests are from the Containment Systems Branch and
were discussed at the meeting on October 16, 1980. Requests from other branches
will be forthcoming.

You are requested to respond to the enclosure by November 7,1980.

Sincerely.

Oridnal si;mel by
n*rt L. Ted"*

Robert L. Tedesco, Assistant Director
for Licensing

Division of Licensing
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Mr. H. G. Parris MService
Tennessee Valley Authority I&E (3)
500A Chestnut Street Tower II
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401 bcc: ACRS (16)

NSIC
Dear Mr. Parris: TERA

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE HYDROGEN CONTROL
PROGRAM .

Enclosed are requests for additional infonnation on the Sequoysh Core Degrading
Program, Volume II. These requests are from the Core Performance Branch and
were discussed at the meeting on October 16, 1980. Requests from other branches
will be forthcoming.

You are requested to respond to the enclosure by November 7,1980.

Sincerely.

Robert L. Tedesco. Assistant Director
for Licensing

Division of Licensing

Enclosuro:
Request for Additional

Information

cc: See next page
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Mr. H. G. Parris
Manager of Power
Tennessee. Valley Authority _
500A Chestnut Street Tower II
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401

cc: Herbert S. Sanger, Jr., Esq.
General Counsel
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue
E 118 33
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

Mr. H. N. Culver
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue, 249A HBB
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

Pr. Bob Faas
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P. O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania -15230

Mr. Mark Bur:ynski
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Chestnut Street Tower II
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401

Mr. J. F. Cox
Tennessee Valley Authority
a00 Commerce Avenue, W10Cl31C
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

Resident Inspector /Sequoyah NPS
c/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P. O. Box 699
Hixson, Tennessee 37343
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Request for Additional In forma tion

on Cequoyah IDIS, Core Degradation Program, Volume 2

(II.C) 1. Discuss potential modifications presently envisioned for operation

or design of the IDIS which may result from a study of detailed

hydrogen concentrations and hydrogen combustion near the flammability

limit.

(III.C) 2. Provide the basis for the statement (p. 3-12) that igniters may be

effective for metal-water reactions as high as 60 Dercent in light

of the fact that TVA has provided analysis with acceptable results

in other sections of the report for metal-water reactions of approxi-

mately 755.

(III.C) 3. What is the effect of scontaneous ignition at the release point on

the bulk containment response or on critical equipment ahich may be
:

located in the vicinity? The effects on eouipment should include

the thermal resconse resulting frem exposure to prolonged local

burning. Given the burning at source assumption,how far must equio-

ment be removed to reduce concern for thermal effects.

(I".3) 3 A reference is made to studies of snall breaks which indicate suf-

ficiently low steam concentrations such as to have little effect

on flammability limits and igniter performance.

Cescribe the studies referred to and give the steam concentrations

in the various regions of the containment.

(IV.9) 3. How are concentration effects due to steam condensation and thus ny-

drogen enrichment in the uoper ice bed and upper plenum region accounted

for in the CLASIX transient analysis? If they are-unaccounted for due
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to limiting number of nodes in the CLASIX model then what is the effect
,

of these enriched concentrations and likely burning on the containment

response?

Since hydrogen concentrations under certain prescribed conditions

may approach the detonable limit in the upper plenum of .the

I.C. what are the effects of postulated detonations in this region?

-(VI.C) 6. Recirculation flow between compartments is credited by TVA with pro-

moting rapid and comolete mixing and a mean residence time of 1-5

minutes is cited for comparison to the time period for hydrogen re-

lease (15 minutes to several hours).

After examination of the Figure on page 5-7, however, it appears

that, as examples, it would take approximately 26 minutes and 260

minutes to exchange the volumes of the steam generator doghouse and

instrument room, respectively. Please clarify this apparent differ-

ence with the residence time of 1-5 minutes and discuss the implica-

tions en hydrogen pocketing.

-Related to|this matter TVA has concluded (p. 6 4) that recirculation

flow paths tend to isolate deadend compartments. Provide the basis
'

for this conclusion.

(/I.d) 7. Provide estimated dates of completion for the studies listed as

Phase 2 Efforts.

;;PDE.'iDIX 3) 8. Describe the analytical method, i' other than the CLASIX code, used

to calculate the1 asymmetric loads cresented in APPE?IDIX D.,

--
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Specify and justi.fy the assumptions regarding hydrogen concentrations ,

room size, and ;;;.: tities of hydrogen burned, used in the t.alculation

to determine loadings across internal structures.
~

Provide the results of calculations for hydrogen burning in rooms

adjacent to the containment shell to determine the peak nonsymmetric

-loading on the shell.

(APPENDIX F) 9. The argument that the Sequoyah atmosphere temperature rise from hydro-

gen burning can be expected to be close to that observed at TMI, is

by itself insufficient to justify minimal thermal effects on compo-

nents in. the event of hydrogen combustion. Inconsistencies in the

measured data taken after the TMI accident have prevented satisfactory

reconciliation of the recorded temperature and pressure data based on

simple energy balance calculations, without accounting for hydrody-

namic effects. In any event, there is no basis for supposing that

hydrogen burning inside Sequoyah after a postulated severe accident

would exactly duplicate the phenomenon recorded at IMI.

Therefore specify the temperature profile based on transient contain-

ment analysis which is -to be used as the basis for demonstrating post

accident operability of critical equipment. Describe the manner in

which this temperature profile was derived.

(APPENDICES 10. Provide the results of a calculation (pressure vs time curve) to dem-
G & H) onstrate the short duration of a ::ressure pulse resulting from a

detonation that is applicable to Sequoyah.
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(APPENDIX M) 11. In the TVA letter of August 14, 1980.from L. M. Mills to A. Schwencer,

-concerning additional information on the IDIS, TVA identified the pre-

operational test program including the acceptance criteria. The ac-

ceptance criteria in this letter were that the test will verify:

1) output voltage of the transformer is greater than or equal to 11.5

volts and less than or equal to 14_ volts; and 2) temperature of the

igniter is at least 1500'F.

In the -TVA document Core Degradation Program Appendix M, Vol. 2,

however, it is sta*,ed that TVA would need to operate the plugs at 13

volts ac ! l volt.

Please clarify the lcwer voltage recuirement necessary to gnsure tne

minimum surface temperature of the glow plug. Furthermore, using

the approach discussed in Section IV.F identify the. limiting flow

stream velocity for ignition assuming a 10% 42 mixture with an igniter

surface temoerature of 1500*F.

f

- - s - ,
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(APPENDIX T) 12. With ' regard to the CLASIX code capability provide the following ad-

ditional information:

a) In Section IX.F TVA has stated that CLASIX: 1) does not con-

sider spray water present in the atmosphere prior to a hydrogen

burn; and 2) does not consider flow resulting from the decrease

in-lower compartment pressure due to cooling and contraction of

the air.

Clarify how the containment spray water is treated before hydro-

gen burning occurs.

Discuss what pnenomena causes contraction (cooling) of the air

in the lower ccmpartment during the CLASIX transient and describe

why the code is unable to model this occurrence.

b) The recirculation fan flow currently in CLASIX does not accurately

model the hydrogen skimmer system in the Sequoyah containment

which actually draws suction from the dead ended regions, rather

than discharging into these rooms.

Therefore revise the CLASIX code model to accuratelv model the

hydrogen skimmer portion of the active mixino system.

c) The recirculation fan currently modeled in the CLASIX code appar-

ently assumes a constant flow rate (20,000 cfm). Justify the use

of a' constant flow model since throughout a significant portion

of . LASIX transient there is a pressure differential, due to

hydn , .a burning, between the upoer and lower regions of the con-

tainment. -

I

l

-
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d) Discuss -the.CLASIX model for the intermediate deck doors and

prnvide justification for assumptions related to door position

throughout various accident transients (e.g, small break LOCA,

large break LOCA).

e) Are the hydrogen and nitrogen addition tables in CLASIX indepen-

dent of the gas release temperature?

f) Justify the assumption that spray water flashes immediately if

the steam temperature is above T based on total pressure.
SAT

Describe the heat transfer to the spray droplets when the atmos-

phere is superheated and the steam saturation pressure is less

than the total pressure.

g) The CLASIX ice bed heat transfer model is reported to be the

same as that.in the LOTIC code. Inasmuch as the ice bed heat

transfer models in various versions of the LOTIC code .were de-

signed to model heat transfer of nearly saturated steam / air mix-

tures with large steam concentrations, these heat transfer models

were veri #ied by comoarison with the Walt Mill test data.

Discuss extrapolation of the CLASIX ice bed heat transfer model

to predict a process involving highly suoerheated (>1000*F) gases

seen during-periods of hydrogen burning and discuss the program

for verification of these heat transfer rates.

h) Justify treatment of the ice condenser as a single volume. Are

the melted and unmelted cortions combined? Is the free volume

increase due to ice melting considered?

,

d

'
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h -' Discuss the potential for preferential flow to portions of the

ice bed (maldistribution) during postulated severe accidents and

the effect this may have on ice bed heat removal.

APPENDIX U) 13. With _ regard to the CLASIX analysis of the S D t ansient for the
2

Sequoyah plant provide the following additional information:

a) As necessary revise the submitted analyses to account for modi-

fications necessary due to staff concerns in item 12 above or due

to continuing development of CLASIX since submittal of the sub-

ject document.

b) Describe the manner in which an assumed flame speed is modeled

in the CLASIX analysis. If the flame speed is translated into a

time period for hydrogen combustion then identify and justify the

method for arriving at a burn time; this should consider both

the number and location of igniters,

c)- The analyses presented in Apoendix U include cases for assumed

flame sceeds of 6 ft/sec and 12 ft/sec in order to determine the

sensitivity of the containment response. In section IV.C, how-

ever, TVA cites the effect of water _ sprays agitating the atmos-

phere and increasing flame speeds uo to 50 ft/sec. Identify and

provide justification for the best estimate value and the upper

limit of the flame speed applicable for burning inside Sequoyah

and provide or reference the results of analyses which reflect

-these' values.

d) The majority of the Fenwal Phase I tests conducted at higher hy-

drogen concentrations seem to be-intended to demonstrate nearly

.
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complete comoustion of hydrogen when at 12% concentration, yet

the analyses presented use 8-10% combustion setpoints. Provide

the results of calculations using an ignition _ criteria of 125

hydrogen.

14. As part of the Core Degradation program, Section III.C, TVA has

identified a minimum of thrca accident scenarios which represent a

wide range of mechanistic hydrogen release rates designated as the AD,

5 0, and TML3' accident sequences.
2

In order to evaluate the value of the IDIS it is necessary to con-

sider a range of accident scenarios in order to identify the soectrum

over which the IDIS will improve safety. Therefore provide a discus-

sion of the methods, assumptions and results for the accident se-

quences listed above.
:

15. Provide the results of analysis to determine the largest conce.itration,

of hydrogen which could be tolerated to burn in the upper comoartment

assuming a conservative fast flame speed and a failure pressure of 46-

psig for the containment shell. Also provice the results of similar

calculations to determine toe largest tolerable burn for comparison

to the peak differential pressure that could be tolerated across the

operating deck.

16. In order to assure that the Sequoyah containment will serve to limit

offsite doses for the severely degraded core accident with large hy-

drogen release it is important that the air return fans function as

intended. In- the event' of hydrogen pocketing in rooms where the

hydrogen skimmer system takes suction, there is potential for the

,

c + q u
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development of flammable or detonable mixtures within the air return

system or hydrogen skimmer system.
~

Discuss the measures to be taken to assure that combustion of hydrogen

will not take place within the air return fan system and render it~

inoperable or demonstrate the capability of the system to tolerate in-

ternal combustion.

Also discuss the effects of external local detonations on the air

return system.

17. Describe the efforts underway to conclusively d.termine the effects of

containment spray coeration on igniter performance.

18. Justify the number of ignitors- in the containment and the basis for

their locations.

;
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